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A Defiant Act
by James Stewart III

A

father walks to the back of the family mini-van balancing four
ice cream cones in his two hands. He’s holding them away from

his body so they don’t drip onto his stained jeans in the midsummer
heat. He somehow manages to open the back hatch of the van while
balancing the treats.
When the kids notice he’s returned they immediately halt all intersibling squabbling, hop out of their seats, leap from the car, and race
back to see who can get there the fastest in a manner they now have
down to the point of ritual. They dive in the back moving around a tire
iron, some dirty blanket, black plastic bags full of their clothes, plastic
plates, a half-eaten bag of chips, and a window scraper. The oldest girl
wins, the middle boy comes in second and the youngest girl settles in
last after a brief scrum.
The father disperses the ice cream to the children and eventu-
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ally gets the right order to the right child before taking up a seat on
the bumper as the kids messily eat and jabber away. Something about
a new video game, something about one hitting the other, something
unintelligible being repeated over and over by the smallest one with great
enthusiasm.
While smiling on the outside he’s silently wishing he could actually
enjoy this moment. To be present in the present instead of in the past
where he messed everything up. Instead of in the future where this downward spiral continues to unravel with no end in sight. All he can think
about is how he shouldn’t have spent the sixteen something dollars on
the ice cream, but the kids deserve some fun don’t they? Some childhood
that’s more than just scraping by. He bought the ice cream against all his
better financial instincts. It was an act against the company that “let him
go.” An act against the bank that seized their home. The sheriff that put
their whole life on a front lawn he no longer owned.
“My ice cweem is all gone,” the smallest one says pouting a little.
The father hasn’t eaten much of his so he just hands it over. The middle
boy decides to file a grievance with the father concerning the inequity
of the ice cream distribution mechanism currently in place, considering
his younger sister has already eaten her allotted ration and received more
afterwards. If the boy would have known this beforehand he would have
eaten his ice cream “at least a hundred, billion times faster than her,” he
argues.
The father realizes that his son has a legitimate point. Maybe this
was just one of those moments when he should have told his daughter

ers on a Tuesday night in Central Illinois, or it may end up being the
moment that propels them forward to studying biochemistry at MIT,
but you know most likely that they’ll hardly remember any of this shit
anyways.
“Sorry,” the father eventually responds, too tired to give his son
anymore patience, too tired to make this a “learning moment.”
The lesson that life isn’t fair is one that he’ll be bludgeoned with
over and over again soon enough. The boy is dumbfounded by this
simple answer. He thinks for a moment and seems ready to launch a
rebuttal but no sound comes from his open mouth. He just shakes his
head as if this physical act will allay his psychic confusion. He goes back
to his ice cream cone, now at the point where he’s carefully nibbling at
the outer rim working his way to the core.
Here he is. This is his grand stand against all his own failures.
Failed marriage. Failed career. Failed beliefs. Not so much in the religious sense. No, these beliefs of his are much simpler but failed him all
the same.
The belief in hard work and loyalty to the institutions which dictated his fortunes and those of so many. He is of a tribe being driven
to extinction where hard work is all that matters. Hard, unquestioning
work whether that is on a factory line, at the site, or in a cubicle somewhere making cold call after cold call to sell things nobody wants.
It was a pillar that an entire life could be built around, much
more tangible than angels and devils. If you showed up day in, day out,
offering up blood, sweat, and whatever else it took to get the job done

that she couldn’t have any more because nobody else was getting more,
but he hadn’t taken the time to run all of his thoughts through the ever
complicated parental matrix.
In this decision-making apparatus any and every moment can be
the one that will push your child towards the path of stripping for truck-

then you not only validated yourself as a “good guy,” but were able to
provide your family with a decent lifestyle.
Somewhere though this notion broke down. The corporations
found out that you’d show up for a little less, then even less than that
and their profits would go up and they’d be able to reward themselves
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with even bigger bonuses. Dad went to work, then mom went to work
too. The older kids watched the younger kids or nobody watched anyone.
There was not a single responsibility around the house he skirted.
He’d make sure the kids got up and off to school. He was even able to
braid the girl’s hair; a feat in the realm of men that’s looked on with such
awe that it can only be attributed to some sort of magic or sorcery.
He’d head off to a job he hated but so what? That is just the price of
doing the business of living. When he got home the work didn’t stop. The
grass needed cutting, the upstairs bathroom sink needed to be unclogged.
Now he’ll have to snake out the girl’s hair along with some viscous blackgray sludge. In the winter the driveway would need to be shoveled but the
kids were still too damn young to be much use for anything.
They’d at least try and help out shoveling, regardless of how counter-productive they actually were. The smallest one would just fling snow
up in the air that would always find some way to blow directly into the
father’s face. She was essentially a weather phenomenon unto herself, a
clumsy little laughing snow tornado.
The boy would try as diligently as he could to imitate his father but
his aim seemed to be more accuracy than progress. He would meticulously assure that not a single snow flake could be seen on his roughly two
by two square foot turf. This area of asphalt would be a black oasis in the
whiteness of snow like their family in this suburb. When his sister’s tornadic antics would inevitably bring snow to his corner he would fervently
push it off with his proportionately-sized shovel.
Here the father laughs as he realizes the odd times that end up be-

ing in the way of production. If they are lucky they’ll hardly remember
any of this or how bad things got while the oldest will remember all too
much.
For the rest of her life she’ll carry this hunger. She’ll remember
the house they lived in with the big backyard right behind her friend’s
house who had the best swing set on the block. She’ll remember that
she went from that to this, but it will take her a life of her own to learn
how it happened. Right now it just seems like something very cruel and
very personal someone did to her and her family. In some ways she’s
right.
“Dad, we used to do this a lot more,” she says.
“Yeah, yes we did,” he replies matter-of-factly.
The oldest girl drops the issue there. The father is thankful.
These children crammed in the back of a mini-van with rust
around the tire wells, wearing ill-fitting clothes. They don’t need ice
cream, but they do need to be happy sometimes. They need something
more than sharing another cheeseburger cut into fourths from a gas
station. Something more than sleeping in a seated position at a creepy
rest-stop off the highway or in the back of the parking lot of a 24-hour
Walmart with an appetite that’s always gnawing at the edges of every
minute. The father knows that on this particular day the kids need a
break from their every day.
That is how he rationalizes the purchase of the stupid ice cream
on this hot summer day outside another crummy liquor store/payday
loan/nail salon strip mall. He sits watching them eat, smile, joke, and

ing known as the good old days.
He looks to his oldest daughter and she finished her ice cream long
ago without asking for more or being upset that someone else did so. This
is who the father feels most sorry for. She has the unfortunate luck of being the oldest and able to help while the other two provide little to noth-

bicker still not being able to find any joy for himself in this moment but
knows it’s not about him anyways. He knows that because of this expenditure tomorrow he’ll only eat the scraps of whatever the kids don’t
finish. He’s still two days away from his unemployment check coming
but hopes that they remember this moment in a way he never will.
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Echocardiogram by Sherry Tippey

The kids are all finished with their ice cream, proof of its existence
can now only be found on the corners of their mouths and all over their
fingers. The boy is holding his dirty hands out looking for a good place to
wipe them. He eventually settles on his sister’s tiny jeans.
“Daddy! See what he did?”
“Did not!”
“Yes you did!”
The father looks to his oldest daughter who’s finding the latest argument between her brother and sister amusing. She smiles at the father
who smiles back with tired eyes, while the smallest children continue
their back and forth.

On the screen I watch
your heart, like a Chihuly
pendant in a cave,
its intricacy unfathomable.
Can your technician decode this,
like you did the Morse during the war—
listening to four simultaneous signals?
As her gelled wand moves over your chest,
I see your valves flutter and flap,
gaze at their rhythmic motion, as they open and close
like mouths of undersea creatures.
As her wand strokes your neck, your abdomen,
does your heart respond with pleasure?
Does she hear your heart song,
as her bat ears turn and track its echoes
through those anomalous bladders?
Do they pulse with a mournful tune like fatigued bagpipers?
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Your images remind me of my sonograms.
We look for signs of life:
the remains of a early miscarriage,
the penis of our yet to be born.
Your heart.

Ants Reappear Like Snowbirds

They back off. There are peace terms.
After we negotiate interspecies coexistence,
I propose a toast. A large dry white for me.
For the ants, a sweet red,
just a drop.

by Sherry Tippey
I speak to them as they check out my ham sandwiches.
“Hello there. How are the kids?”
Ants listen well.
I tap out messages on my kitchen island,
watch their reactions, try to establish communication
as they invade my space.
Barricades are useless.
The butt of my paring knife striking the counter scatters them.
That shot across their bow is my first defense.
Second is to secure the surfaces.
For instance, a sliver of ham vanishes off the island on the backs of grunts,
supply chain to colony and Queen.
When I spill ice cream,
everyday,
I notice patrols plunge into the sticky sweetness,
then lose focus while cleaning body parts.
Using their distraction, I paint with white vinegar the battleground
to destroy their scent trails,
and draw with sidewalk chalk the boundaries that mark “no ants” land.
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Bedtime Story by Sherry Tippey

Simulacrum by Sherry Tippey
A large white bird trapped
in a water-filled glass tube,
suspends between floors,
like a bank tube in an old department store.

Parachute spider hangs, stops short in its descent, sways slowly,
Waiting.
A fly haphazards
window
		 ceiling
			desk top
book
half-empty glass of wine

Messages travel between management and customers.
What is the message? Who delivers it?
Wings hunched, legs bound,
its beak seamed shut,
this was no swan,
instead, a goose.

Like the spider, I hang suspended in a web of images not yet visible,
like the dark matter thought to be the fabric of the universe.

Even so, I felt like Leda.
The wide webbed grey feet
like lotus leaves
pressed inward.

Waiting
for words to coalesce into a critical mass I can see.

Glass cracked.
It somehow flew.
What about me?
Will my egg tooth
crack the shell?

Windows darken
computer screen glows
words crawl
stutter
			buzz
The spider catapults, a blur of blades, needles,
spins fly on its axis, like earth captive to the sun.
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Will I emerge
footed in mud,
webbed in water?
I wade.

Cat Nap by Sherry Tippey
Dust is not anonymous.
I trace you as you drift
through the air conditioning.

Of Daughters

Through the afternoon
the ceiling fan turns
and traps you.

by Rebekah D. Jerabek

I can almost see your dusky blur
between the bedposts.
Settle now, we’ll nap.

I

had expectations. I thought Texas would be a certain way, have
certain characteristics. I thought there would be ranches, men in
Stetsons with dark, wavy hair and gentle touches when it came to hors-
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es, cows—things that needed caring for. Instead the trek from Missouri to Texas is mostly barren. I don’t see a single Texan ranch, a single
horse or long-horned cow. Instead there are ghost towns. Little clusters
of houses and abandoned convenience stores, all with their windows
boarded over, all returned to a neutral brown color by the harsh desert
environment. I point these out to my not father, who is bringing me
here, but he seems unconcerned.
He wears his “Northwest Dad” T-shirt to mark our last day together. He and my mother bought them together my second year of
college at Northwest Missouri State University. Or rather, my not father
purchased one for each of them and gifted my mother hers. It wasn’t
that he hadn’t wanted one my first year up there; it just hadn’t occurred
to me that he would appreciate the opportunity the purchase one from

the over-priced campus book store. It sounds cruel, but it was innocent,
an oversight, an assumption based on past experiences.
I will make routine attempts to let him know he is welcome in this
new, barren place. I make this promise to myself, here in the Chihuahuan
Desert. To my unadjusted, unaccustomed eyes, nothing lives here. There
is no life, no movement, and when there is, it carries a distinct artificiality.
I blink heavily into the fan’s hot breeze, squinting through the dustmote filled air from where I lay on the velveteen, geometrically-printed
couch bolted to the floor of my trailer home. Through the slats in the
cheap, occasionally bent blinds, I watch for signs of life and rehearse memories and would-be memories in my mind, letting them drift and settle in
the thin air. It’s a habit I’ve had since childhood, this rehearsal. It’s a way
to narrate the chaos of life, reset time, take back and put forth.
This rehearsal carries on until interrupted by the harsh gallop of
my neighbor’s leather- studded, cherry-red and chrome Harley. Like the
buzz of light that draws a moth, I find myself moving through the flimsy
screen door toward the rumble of the machine planted firmly between
his leather boots.
“I come from a ‘yours, mine, ours, some random guy’s’ family.”
This is how I introduce myself to this macho neighbor of mine. I’ve followed him across the overgrown gravel path that is his driveway, and up
the warped steps of his deck, perhaps desperate for contact, for proof of
existence in this surreal place. We’ve met before, but it was under the dual-supervision of a sweltering Texan sun and my not-father.
I recall that my neighbor’s name is Dave, but this is only because

written haphazardly on the vegetable-studded stationary used for his
grocery lists. My not-father is a mixer, a mender.
Dave has a distinct edge. He presents himself almost in opposition to my not-father. Dave is thickset, bald, a retired Special Forces
member, according to the do-rag tied around his head.
He stands at least six inches taller than my not-father, and a crooked eye-tooth gives him something of a cross between a leer and a snarl.
My not-father has no such edge. His smile is wide, warm, welcoming.
It is set upon a less-harsh face, one with all of its silver-brown hair still
at its crown.
I am struck by the resemblance between Dave and the biological
father I last laid eyes on nearly a decade ago. My biological father was a
burly man, bald as well. At six-foot-three, I remember that he towered
over my mother, my brother, all of us, really. Like Dave, he put off an
edge, but his was deliberate, false, and unnatural. He, too, wore dorags in combination with a black trench coat and cowboy hat. It was
designed to give him a certain hard presence. Still, what I recall as my
biological father’s most distinct feature was the soft fat rolls at the back
of his shaved head—more often than not a livid shade of blue/red.
Dave and my not-father share the way they display their age—in
laugh crinkles at the corner of their eyes. I doubt my biological father
would share this characteristic with them, but I wonder how he’s aged.
Several years ago, a wedding invitation showed up mysteriously in our
mailbox. My biological father had remarried, to a woman with children
of her own. I wonder if it lasted. I wonder if she knew about us. I con-

my not-father took the liberty of collecting his card and pinning to my
kitchen whiteboard “just in case you need something; because he seems
like a nice guy; because I won’t be here to fix things for you.” He pinned it
next to the blue Bob’s Propane card indicating where I could fill my tanks
in the future, just above the scrawled instructions for safe RV operation

tacted my biological father once, after . . . everything.
It was my senior year, right before graduation—a milestone. I
wasn’t brave enough to call, so I texted from the florescent glare of the
Aldi’s Supermarket aisles where I trailed my mother in that haphazard way children do. I tethered my footsteps to her shadow, my mind
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frantically flickering in anticipation. I had phrased it perfectly, wittingly,
cleverly, after much rehearsal.
And was met with disappointment. “Don’t try to contact me again.
All you’ve done is ruined my life.”
The hours spent in my trailer toying the strands of my latest turn of
phrase seem more fruitful. Dave seems to think it is humorous, curious,
perhaps even witty, rather than an awkward, too-revealing introduction
made by a woman gone mad in the stagnant heat of a travel trailer. The
phrase is a remnant of the many unspoken conversations I’ve held with
myself the past few days, which I’ve spent on the multi-colored couch
bolted to the linoleum floor of my camper, face turned to the small fan,
letting the breeze ruffle my thoughts. Waiting for something, some sign
of life from the arid desert.
Texas is hot compared to my Midwestern home—sweltering, insanity-sparking, hot. The kind of hot that comes in southern heatwaves
and robs southern belles of their inhibitions, leaving disaster in its wake.
If you believe the lore, heat is certainly responsible for a good number of
unplanned, unwedlocked pregnancies, spontaneous marriages, cat fights,
and drunken nights out on the town.
It’s the type of heat I’ve experience only twice in my life. The first
time I couldn’t have been more than six or so. Children are oblivious to
the tint such heat places on time; instead, they commit to memory odd
fragments that only become clear with the reflection of age, experience. I
have exactly two distinct and true memories of this first trip; the rest are
blurry, composed based on pictures and conversations stumbled across

band, leaving us with my biological father in the white Victorian home
we inhabited in rural Wisconsin. She spent evenings before the computer in the library room ciphering out and booking last-minute plane
tickets at discount rates. But this time she loaded me and my younger
sister, Elizabeth, up, bungie-corded my older half-brother in the smallest room at the end of the second-story hallway as per my biological
father’s wishes, and drove us to Jackson, Mississippi.
I spent the drive lolling on the very backseat, avoiding my mother’s gaze in the rearview mirror while I alternately picked and kicked at
the fuzz on the seatback in front of me. I know this because it’s a habit
I kept until the entire seat-backing fell off years later.

T

he first distinct memory I have of this trip is of a man—Jay Phebus. He is tall—taller than my not-father, but not so tall as Dave
nor my biological father. He has green eyes, olive skin tones and long,
dark, curly hair he wears pulled back in a red hair-tie at the base of his
neck. He is the manager for a band—Kings X—that my mother likes.
When my mother is near him, she is expansive in her expressions,
shadowed by the red baseball cap bearing the band logo.
My second distinct memory is of a white, textured wall. It was
one of those half-walls that divides a room without making it feel too
closed in if you’re at standing level, but from the ground, it might as
well have been a full wall. My nose is pressed close enough to smell the
plaster and faintly taste it on my tongue. It fills my whole field of vision
with cloud-like lumps I try to make pictures out of. We are in a hotel
room—the half wall blocks off the full-sized bed from the luggage nook
and bathroom. Elizabeth and I sleep on the floor on one side of the
wall, Jay and my mother sleep on the bed on the other.
Dave is eyeing me with all the interest I showed a blank, white

later in life.
I remember that we drove—my mother, my younger sister, and I—
in the purple minivan my sister had dubbed the S.S. Pooh. There was no
ceremony preceding the trip; in fact, I was probably surprised by it. My
mother was in the habit of taking off for the weekend to meet up with a

wall so many years ago. Cleary, some kind of explanation for my “yours,
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mine, ours, some-random guy’s” comment is needed. It’s easier to show
than to tell. I pull my phone out from the waistband of my shorts and
pull up my Facebook. Dave moves from the stairs leading to the bedroom
to the couch next to me. He smells of sweat—sharp and bitter—mixed
with the staling of an aging male.
Unlike my mother, who documents her life in endless, carefully
considered snapshots, I refuse to let my photo be taken. I prefer there
to be no record, no irrefutable evidence. Almost three years ago now,
my not-father gave my mother studio time at a photography shop as a
Christmas gift. She had complained that there never were any decent
pictures of us—that we were all leaving her with nothing for her to show.
I balked at the idea. My not-father bribed me with gas money. I was a
desperate, broke college undergrad, and I accepted. But I would have
done as he asked anyway.
My mother proudly displayed these staged interactions on Facebook, all but the ones of her and my not-father. People commented on
how handsome her boys were, how beautiful her girls were, how cute my
youngest half-brother was and how alike my mother and I looked. Nearly
interchangeable. We share the same mousey brown hair and matching
eyes. The tilt of our noses and the curve of our plastered-on smiles are
uncannily similar. I untagged myself in all of those photos. Recent photos
on my Facebook profile include one or two snapshots of my undergraduate graduation day. I pull one up, deliberately bypassing the candid shot
of my not- father and I in favor of one easier to explain. The small screen
of my phone fills with recent memory.

sandwiched between Elizabeth and Tillie. I am older than both. My
mother maintains that the three of us are full siblings. Elizabeth stands
just inches taller than I, and our smiles, made of small, blocked teeth,
could nearly be transposed. Tillie looms over our barely five-foot frames
at nearly five- feet, seven inches despite the fact that she is the youngest
of us. Her green eyes stare out from the photograph piercingly, offset
by her red-tinted, riotously curly hair. The milk man’s child, we say, but
not in my mother’s hearing range.Not featured in the photograph are
the two step-sisters who were long-gone (along with their father) by
the time the photograph was snapped and my older half-brother, who
resides wherever the Marine Corps drops him.
This is a bonding point for Dave, who is retired Special Forces.
He brings out his own photos—in albums, not on the Internet—and
shows me pictures of him sky-diving, standing around in fatigues, riding the cherry-red Harley, and diving amongst colorful fish. In his chosen images he has a full head of auburn hair and looks at least ten years
younger than his present self.The album is a mixture of his civilian and
military life. The fatigues and scuba diving he shares with my oldest
half-brother, the Harley he shares with my step-father.
Dave is a member of a biker gang—Dominion. I’m not sure what
this means. The tattered, leather vest seems to point toward something
dangerous, illegal even, but that can’t be true; surely it’s just a facade—
one of those macho-man things Hollywood has glorified. Perhaps it’s to
test this to theory that I agree to go on a ride with him. Or perhaps it
can be chalked up to twisted sense of nostalgia, because at one point,

My youngest brother is in the foreground, grinning, his tongue
poking through the hole between his front teeth. He is a half-brother by
my step-father. There are 16 years between us. He and Elizabeth have the
same shade of dirty blonde/brown hair and blue eyes despite their partial
relation. I stand in my billowing black gown, cap and diploma in hand,

I enjoyed riding behind my step-father. But I refuse to ride without a
helmet, ignoring the reckless tendencies my new state, with its lack of
helmet law, seems to procure. For extra security, I send a text informing
my not-father of my plans, with strict instructions to call the cops if
he doesn’t hear from me in an hour or so. The helmet Dave offers me
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is much too big, sliding down over my eyes and resting on my nose in a
comical, childish fashion. He grabs me by the hand, dragging me back
into the trailer where he hooks a baseball cap on my head backwards, taking care to brush my hair out of my face as he does so. I snatch the helmet
off the table where he left it, dropping it over the cap and tightening the
strap as I bolt out the door to toward the bike.
There’s something strangely intimate about riding a motorcycle. I’d
never noticed it while riding with my step-father, but that should be
expected. Now I suddenly find myself awkwardly close to a man I don’t
really know. I rest my hands stiffly at my sides, hooking my thumbs in the
belt loops of my shorts so I at least have the illusion of security.
“You can touch me, you know,” Dave announces a few minutes
after we’ve headed down the road. A strangled giggle escapes my lips. I
don’t unhook my thumbs, but I convince myself that there’s nothing to
worry about.
I wonder if that’s what my younger sister thought when she rode
behind my step-father on his black and chrome Harley—there’s nothing to worry about. I wonder if that’s where it all started. No one even
suspected. One night, she came upstairs to my mother’s room. It was
past midnight; my step-father was gone for some reason or another. She
was 14 years old at the time. That night Elizabeth announced that our
step-father had been molesting her. It came out in whoosh of sound and
sat heavy on my mother’s king-size bed.
Dave takes the liberty of showing me around town. I’m new to El
Paso, to Texas, to the American Southwest in general. I’ve no idea where

share, or perhaps it is a product of his upbringing. He was comfortable
running away—sneaking out the one window with the cracked paint
and missing screen in the tiny room at the end of the hall my biological
father bungie-corded him into. It took my entire weight—precariously
balanced, chord cutting into the back of thighs—to draw that chord
out long enough for my small hands to unhook it from the bookshelf
it was anchored to.
Andrew was comfortable, or at least capable, of sleeping wherever
he could, equipped to deal with the various foster homes he was placed
in each time he was removed from the home. I have always been afraid
of change, rooted in place. It was Andrew who prompted one of the
most significant changes in my life—when I was thirteen and he seventeen—too old to be running away.
He stood between them—my biological father and our mother—in the driveway of our duplex on Faith Lane in Missouri, where
we had moved after my mother’s attempt at life without my biological
father drove her right back to him. I was rooted to the floor, staring
out the doorway. I don’t remember what they were fighting about. Almost everything about the memory is fuzzy. I recall that he dropped
his phone on the cement outside. It was his prized possession, his link
to the outside world. I remember that he knelt cautiously where he’d
placed himself between them to retrieve it, arms braced outward, neck
craned upward. I remember that there was only whirling lights, no sirens, on the police car that pulled up.
My not-father knows nothing of my biological father beyond that

I’ve ended up. And I don’t deal all that well with change. It always seems
to catch me by surprise, leaving me stupefied and numb until it passes by.
I am not like my older half-brother, who, while quiet like me, has
always been comfortable with action, willing to embrace change and even
instigate it. Perhaps it is a product of his genetics, the half that we don’t

he existed, and that a strange sort of silence harbors him within our
memories. But my not-father does know of my fear of change. This is
why he thought it would be a good idea to move my house across the
Midwest right along with me.
We spent the weeks before my move tailoring the trailer: my not
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father giving in to my craving for bookshelves, me acceding the point
that a laundry shoot could be lived without.
Survival was key, and sabotage necessary. My not-father spent
each evening dreaming up some small form of sabotage that would
force me to become acquainted with my trailer, independent of dependence. Sabotage is not an inherent skill for my not-father. Blowing out
the pilot light and clogging the city water hook-up resulted in constant
giveaways. “Have you tried to shower yet? You might want to leave
some extra time for getting ready for work.” Before we began the sixteen-hour journey from Missouri to Texas, we stocked my pantry. Still,
I could only survive so long on the groceries confined to such a small
space.
The bike made navigating the crowded streets easier, and not having to focus on the road allowed me to make notes of the essentials. Dave
showed me where the best grocer was, the best bakery, where the gas was
routinely cheaper, and where the best make-out spots were.
We drove through my campus and stopped on a scenic overlook
on a mountain road—the best of the best, according to Dave, as far as
make-out spots go. “Come on, Granny,” Dave says as he extends his hand
to help me off the bike. I tell myself it’s gentlemanly; similar to my nonfather’s habit of opening the car door for me. I plop myself down on
the concrete barrier, stretching my dangling legs so I can scrape my toes
through the pebbly sand. “God, you’re short,” Dave says.
“All of us are,” I reply, “well, except Tillie; she’s the tallest besides
Andrew, my oldest half-brother, who’s five-feet, nine inches. My mom is

like a dwarf; I don’t know what the politically correct term is. A little
person? Anyways, he was still just barely taller than her.”
Dave shakes his head. “I’d like to meet your mother, but I think
I’d need a drink first.”

only four-feet, ten inches.”
“Doesn’t seem that short,” Dave says.
“Short enough to date a midget and not look odd about it,” I say.
“What!”
“Last time I was home for Christmas, she was dating a midget—

ended sometime around my junior year of college. I remember trying to
talk my mother down off the various ledges she uses to shove herself off
from relationships. I remember my not-father crying on daddy-daughter days, as he called them, where he drove me an hour and a half to
doctor’s appointments after making the two-and-a-half hour drive up

He’s not meeting my mother, who is safely tucked away in Missouri in the arms of some new man. These days, with only two of
her children holding her down, the men come and go in the span of
months, not years. My not-father is the last relationship my mother
had that lasted years, a testimony of his efforts, not hers. I don’t remember when their relationship started. I’d stopped keeping track of those
things a while back, about the time my mother semi-left mystepfather.
It took her too long. She spent her lunch breaks meeting up with him
at the local McDonalds, drove by his new apartment on her way to pick
us up from school. We’d see him in his Carhartt and Whistle’s Redi-Mix
baseball cap driving through town, because my mother pointed him
out, had memorized the number stenciled to the side of the mixer truck
he drove.
The cap with the red mixer truck logo was a staple of his attire.
Of all the things I remember about him, this image is the clearest—the
brooding gray eyes, signature cap pulled low over his cliff-like forehead
to hide his thinning red hair.
I’m not sure when my mother and step-father ended. I’m not sure
when my mother and not-father began, or who there was in-between.
But I do know that whatever was between my mother and not-father
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to my school to pick me up, made sure I had enough groceries and gas
and took me to our favorite Thai food restaurant. I remember it was on
one of those daddy-daughter days that he simply said “you can only wait
so long before you have to face reality.” But he insisted his reality would
always include my mother’s children, if not my mother. We needed him,
he said. At the time, I chalked it up to mere words.
What Dave needed, he said, despite the lack of my mother’s presence, was a drink. I follow him back into his trailer to return the cap and
helmet I borrowed, but I’m not sure how to excuse myself. Either to save
me from my own awkwardness or simply from a reflexive gesture, Dave
offers me a beer. I decline. I’m not one for beer, or any alcohol, really. Instead, he fixes me a fruity drink with coconut rum. I watched him make
it, using only a splash of alcohol and an entire clear, plastic mug of juice.
I’ve always been a little wary of alcohol. My mother was drunk on
tequila the night she had a one-night stand with my oldest half-brother’s
father. It was her first and last year of college. She was nineteen years old,
and raising a son while going to school was too much. Two years later,
she met and married my biological father. He came from a good family—well off.
They were angry that he should choose a farm girl, one who already
had a son to boot. The tension there seemed significant, promising, in a
naïve fairytale way. My biological father adopted Andrew on paper, but
not in any way that was warmly significant. That signature only gave him
permission for a fifteen-year, cold-hearted, cruel power-trip. I spent my
first year of college terrified that somehow the curse would follow me

“Don’t drink that too fast, sweetheart,” Dave says, “Don’t want
the neighbors thinking I took advantage of the young, hot chick in the
neighborhood.”
Maybe he means well or maybe he means nothing at all, but I
can’t help but feel offended, that he thinks me a naïve child. I bury this
resentment and force a chuckle as I set the mug on the edge of the table,
where it will remain deliberately untouched.
Where it cannot be used as an excuse for what happened next. If
I’m honest, I’ll admit that I expect it, or somehow anticipated it. It was
there in the way he moved from stair step to couch, it was pressed tight
between us on the leather of the Harley’s seat, and passed from him to
me in the guise of a gentleman’s hand. I can’t remember if I kissed him
back, this man older than my not-father. If I did, I have to tell myself
it was out of habit, a reflex. I can’t remember if I leaned in or sat ramrod straight, where my hands were or where his were. If I’m honest,
I’ll admit that I’d rather not remember. I’m not entirely convinced it
happened at all. It’s not something I’ll tell my not-father when I inform
him that I’ve returned safely, all in one piece.
I allow the memory to swirl in my mind along with the eddies of
Texan heat. I can’t bring myself to face it head-on; or maybe it’s simply
that it’s too slippery to grasp onto. I let it slide away, diluted by the
drone of the air conditioner. I chalk it up to the effects of the Texan
heat. To the altitude.
I wonder what Freud would say about it. I wonder what my
mother would say, or wouldn’t say. I wonder if I am like her in some

too, expecting to have my modest dreams shattered at any moment. I
never touched alcohol, never went to any parties. I seem to have missed
the window for acquiring a taste for the stuff. It tastes exactly how you
would expect it to based on its smell—like soured cough syrup. Still, I sip
through the straw Dave has provided.

fundamental, inescapable way. If I’ve been marked, predestined by genetics to be like her.
Daddy issues.
I’ve heard it before. Maybe in passing. Maybe from Freud. Maybe
from my own mother.
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Astronomical dawn

Before, I’d have denied this. I don’t have Daddy issues. That psychobabble nonsense.
I felt like the duped one, the weak one. I wondered if this was only
the beginning. I wondered how I could avoid Dave when only 10 feet of
sand separated our homes. I felt lost in the tiny space of my trailer; felt,
strangely, that I would feel less lost outside. And then I was itching for a
run, the kind of yearning that pulls at the muscles behind your navel and
tingles your toes.
There’s something peaceful and violent all at the same time about
running. It’s a solitary sport; the challenger more often than not is yourself. In minutes I’m covered in sweat, rivlets of it running between my
breasts, soaking into an expanding puddle darkening my purple tank top.
My chest is heaving, and in a moment of light-headedness, I trip over one
of the speed bumps interrupting the road.
It leaves me with what my mother called a “skinned knee” when I
was a child. It’s open and raw—stinging in the sticky air—but not bleeding. It resembles a cruelly applied kiss. A kiss that will eventually scab
over, fade from body and memory.

by Kirsten Shu-ying Chen
I crave shapes early
when the clock is dark frontiers.
The dirt in the light fixture
draws a heptagram star.
The blade of each your shoulders
is an end point on a multi-line
string, whose boundaries
do not meet.
The triangle between them
is mine.
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Brainstem by Kirsten Shu-ying Chen

Nightsweats by Kirsten Shu-ying Chen

What a disservice we do
to thinking and feeling
by defining them
in opposition with one another

My circadian rhythm betrays me as I reach
for the second half of a cherry melatonin
crumbling on the nightstand, tuck it under my dry tongue
and glean a curved sip of water
from the atop the filled glass.
I am sure that the process will fully wake me.

as if each were anything
but a series of vibrations
both ours
and not.

And yet, just like that I am off
again, in search of my missing amygdala
laughing at snakes.
My network of neurons short-circuiting
into half-developed images of a you,
an it, reruns racing toward me and in the flood:
a container. I pry at it. Beneath the lid
a flutter, more racing. And what arises
is not fear nor absence of it
but rather a reimagining:
Chromatic aberration of the memory
in the dark room of my newspapered mind.
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What headlines? It’s all in the index.
design, 2; control, sense of, 52; needs
and values 39-40 it’s resting on my lap when

Counting Syllables

the cavity appears, a quick trick—
ink blot, stamped and growing from the hip.
I dip in, fill the reservoir, take a stab.

by Kirsten Shu-ying Chen
Linguistics philosophers propose that our capacity for language is
hardwired into our brains
like sex. We grasp its rhythm, timbre and breathiness with a built-in ease.
And when we open our mouths, the tone comes from the muscles between
our ribs.
How the tongue flicks to gums, in the shape
of a high vowel
as in please
as in feel.
How the tongue slips
to lower lip, in the shape
of a low vowel—an open vowel
as in ache
as in more
Sensitivity is key to appreciating the range of capabilities the tongue
possesses
but if you pay close attention when a vowel is articulated
the mouth vibrates.
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keyboard flecked with tobacco flakes. Have you ever noticed how one
second a person can look familiar and kind and the next second, like a
stranger, even ugly? He suddenly looked like an ogre—a Canadian ogre,
that is. I looked back at my computer and read the email again:
Hi! You sound really nice. Would you like to meet for a coffee?—
Gary
There it was in black and white: he was cheating on the woman
he was cheating with.
To be fair—though honestly I don’t see why I should be—I had
catfished him. Well sort of. You see, women involved with married men
spend a lot of time alone, at least, this one did, and after Gary and I
parted at the end of the day, he went home to his wife, and I went home
to an empty studio apartment. I’d whip up a salad or skillet steak, and
when I didn’t feel like writing or working on photos, and if there wasn’t
a good movie on, or I didn’t feel like reading, I cruised the Internet.
Initially a hippie community bulletin board, Craigslist had become a
mecca for any lunatic fringe to post “rants and raves” and “missed connections,” which I found wildly amusing with its plethora of psychopathy and pathos. I guess it made me feel a little less lonely and pathetic
myself. But there was the post and after four years of reading his emails,
instant messages, and text messages, his writing was unmistakable. I
would have known him anytime, any place, anywhere.
The “missed connection” read something like this: To the sexy
travel nurse that lives upstairs, I’d like to get to know you better. Maybe we can have coffee sometime—only it was peppered with Gary’s

Missed Connections
by Cat Hubka

I

t was only midmorning but already the temperature was in the nineties. I stared at the computer screen in a white-hot flash, dew settling
on my shoulders from the overhead misters, but no amount of water
was going to cool me off. I stared at the screen, oblivious to Tucson traffic and the long line of cars in the drive through. If he’ll do it with you,
he’ll do it to you. I don’t know who said that to me, or when. Probably
dozens of people had said it by then, but I’d laughed them off. Such was
my naïveté, my trust in a man who would lie to his wife and cheat on
her. Why did I think I was immune, special?
We were stationed, as we often were at that time of day, on the
patio at a Starbucks because alcoholics hang out in coffee bars instead
of regular bars, once they get sober. Gary drank a cappuccino and I a
latte while we checked email before collaborating to solve the newspaper
crossword puzzle. I looked across the table at him, thumping away at
the keyboard in fits and starts, his reading glasses perched on the end of
his big nose, a fat, balding, middle aged man hunched over a laptop, the

compositional trademarks: breathtakingly bad spelling, a liberal use of
ellipses, and random capitalization.
I sat there stupefied, reading the post over and over, telling myself
it was some other guy, I was wrong, smoking one cigarette after another until a haze hung in the room and I had to open the patio door
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to breathe, which let Tucson’s oven roasted air in. But that spelling, the
bizarre use of ellipses, was too distinctive; I knew it was Gary’s writing.
More disturbing was his invitation for a coffee because it echoed our first
“date.” After deliberating for a couple of hours, I decided to test what I
knew already. I didn’t think of it as a trap or a sting operation or catfishing; it felt more like playing private detective. I opened a Gmail account
using a pseudonym, Jenny Flores (inspired by a picture of Jennifer Lopez
on the cover of People magazine) and replied to the post with two words:
“thank you.” I went to bed hoping I was wrong, thinking that surely a
married man having an affair doesn’t need another woman in his life because he already had another woman: me. I felt guilty for doubting him
and assured myself that if I was wrong, there was no harm done because
he’d never know I was Jenny Flores. My ruse seemed clever; a way to
catch without being caught myself.
But the next morning, while seated three feet away, directly across
a bistro table, he answered Jenny’s email. I’m reminded of the old adage:
ask me no questions, and I’ll tell you no lies. There was between us an
understanding, or so it seemed to me, that certain topics were off limits,
that is, he could ask any question he wanted of me, while I could ask
none—or at least very few—of him. To ask too many questions, was
to risk something, though I’m not sure what it was, now. He had a way
of directing our discourse so that I was the subject of just about every
conversation, which in retrospect felt more like an interrogation. And
there I was, looking at the evidence that he was interested in flirting (at
a minimum) with yet another woman besides his wife, and I felt like I

The two hypocrisies collided when he asked me, “What’s ya got
there, kid?” Gary’s tone struck me as too casual, too curious, and I rankled at being called “kid.” I was nearly forty-four years old; I’d raised
four kids, buried a son and been married twice. I was not a kid.
“Something interesting,” I said. I looked over the top of the screen
and his eyes were on me with an intensity that felt more prurient than
flattering. “You might find it interesting,” I said, and I turned my laptop
around for him to read. I lit up a smoke and leaned back in my chair,
sipped on my latte and turned my eyes to the drive-through lane, which
never seemed to get shorter, no matter what time of day. I watched him
read, remembering that quote from Nietzsche: “He who fights with
monsters should be careful lest he thereby become a monster.”
“What’s this?” Gary hunched closer to the screen, ineptly scrolling the touchpad because he wasn’t used to a Mac, his face blooming
red. “What the fuck is this?” Customers around us appeared uncomfortable. I leaned forward.
“You can read,” I said, “You tell me.”
While Gary’s words could often be opaque, his face was always
transparent. His face was in full bloom, a red that made his blue eyes
sparkle, like sapphires in a field of roses.
“You set me up!” Customers turned to watch us, and as I looked
around the patio, a couple of men tried to catch my eyes, silently asking
if I was ok.
He caught the glances, too. I lowered my voice to an argue-in-public volume. “You set yourself up,” I said, taking my computer and put-

didn’t have the right to confront him about it. The hypocrisy stung. What
right does a mistress have asking about her paramour’s other extramarital
doings? Here’s another layer of hypocrisy: it should have occurred to me
that the way I was feeling in that moment was precisely what his wife felt,
day in and day out, for the past four years—magnified by ten.

ting it my bag.
“What were you doing answering that post?”
“I knew it was you,” I said. “I wanted you to know I knew it was
you.”
“You bitch,” he said, “Why are you reading Craigslist?”
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“Don’t even go there,” I said. “I’m not the one fucking around on a
spouse and lying to a girlfriend.” We locked eyes. His blue sapphires had
turned to dark coals. I’d bested him, if there is such a thing as besting a
philanderer when you’re complicit in the philandering. “So what’s the
deal? Two women aren’t enough? You need a harem?”
“I thought that if Bev and I had a threesome, she’d have to let us
have an open relationship.” Now, what logic led him to contrive that
plan—or to him thinking I’d believe it—I’ll never know. Then again, he
got me to believing a lot of things I should have known better than to
believe.
“Are you fucking kidding me? You told me you two don’t sleep
together. Why would Bev agree to a threesome when you don’t even have
sex?” Believing their marriage was sexless was foundational to me; an affair was somehow less wrong if he wasn’t sleeping with his wife anyway. I
ignored the fact that an affair is wrong because it breaches trust. I ignored
the fact that people lie about their relationships all the time when they’re
interested in someone else. “How in the hell is a threesome a license for
us?” I barreled forward, “I know I’m a first class idiot for falling for your
horse shit, but do you really think I’m dumb enough to believe that?”
Like most alcoholics, or most people for that matter, Gary thought
he could lie his way out of his wrong doing, but instead, he awakened
my sympathy for his wife. Until that moment, I saw her as an interloper
in our relationship when in reality I was the interloper in their marriage.
Now, I was in her position. I had to act. I had to do what I’d told
myself a thousand times I would do if ever I were in her position. “I’m

“Ok,” I said, and I stood up. My hands were shaking as bad as the
day the day my son died. I examined my hands, and felt the absence of
my wedding ring. What was I losing here? Nothing. Nothing compared
to what I’d given up and certainly nothing compared to what I’d lost.
I took a long drag of my smoke and exhaled. The truth was, I
didn’t want to leave and I didn’t want to stay. The dark truth was, I
didn’t know if I wanted to be with him anymore. The darkest truth was
I wasn’t sure I loved him anymore.
“You have no faith,” he said. Maybe he was right: If I didn’t love
him anymore, then I didn’t have faith, so interwoven were the two in
my mind. He’d been there since the beginning of my sobriety; Gary and
sobriety were one and the same thing it seemed. I sat down.
“I had enough faith to tell my husband about us and leave my
kids with him,” A list of things I’d done for the sake of the relationship
began to run through my mind like an adding machine tape, “which is
more than I can say for you.”
“I won’t hurt someone I love for someone I love.” Although that
line sounded noble in the beginning, it was old by then, threadbare
with over use.
“That’s horse shit,” I said, “I’m going home.”
I got up and strode to my motorcycle. I could feel his gaze, not
so prurient now, as I fired her up, but I wanted to get away quick. To
linger is to stay. Then suddenly he was in front of my bike, straddling
the front wheel and grabbing the handlebars; I felt him push the bike
backwards and I braked.

going back to Albuquerque,” I said.
He blanched. I could see the wheels of his mind turning, wondering if I was serious. But Gary is the kind of guy who believes the best
defense is a good offence. “I don’t care what you do,” and he spit a speck
of tobacco to the ground.

“Let go,” I said. I considered what would happen if I throttled. I
wondered if he’d jump away or I’d run him over. What would running
him over feel like, anyway? I felt people spectating from the patio and
drive-through.
“Don’t go,” he said. His face was red, his eyes liquid. “Please don’t
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go.” He morphed from an ogre to a lonely middle-aged man, desperate
and afraid of losing something precious, and imagining life without him
in it felt very much like imagining a life without alcohol before I got
sober: impossible. I had lingered too long. Sweat traveled down my skin
and although I knew I wasn’t leaving, I knew I’d never trust him again—
not completely—even though I wanted to.
The sweat inched down my back and itched.
“Why shouldn’t I?”
“Because we’re meant to be.” It was his stock answer, a play on what
I believed was our spiritual connection. It was what he said to keep me
hanging on, and I wanted it to be true, so I killed the motor. But when
something begins to roll downhill, it gains momentum the closer it gets
to the bottom. We were beginning to roll pretty fast by then.
On the way home, I pulled into a Circle K—right next door to a
liquor store—to get a Froster. I read the liquor store sign, and thought, “I
can get a Froster, or I can get a bottle of B&B . . . or whiskey . . . or rum.”
I stood there, staring at the sign. I don’t think anyone would have blamed
me if I’d drunk, certainly no one would have to know, but if I could stay
sober when my son died, I could stay sober after this. After all, I’d walked
into the relationship with my eyes wide open. I was willing and able to
look at things squarely, even if I didn’t like what I saw. The question was,
how much was I being shown? And now I knew for certain that what
Gary revealed, hadn’t been what I’d seen at all.
The heat in Tucson has its own scent. The garbage, the oil stains on
asphalt, exhaust fumes from the boulevard; a cauldron of smells smoth-

“I just had this feeling about you,” he said, “are you alright?” Concern for me was what I heard. I was worrying my son. I was probably
worrying all my sons.
“I’m standing in front of a liquor store,” I said.
“Oh Mom.”
“Yeah.” There was silence between us, buffered by rush hour traffic. People living normal lives, doing normal things like going home
from work and eating dinner. At the end of the day, they’d cuddle with
wives or husbands, their children safely in bed. I could never go home
now; there was no home left to go to. I’d trashed a normal life for the
smell of garbage, to become garbage myself.
“I just had this feeling,” he said.
“You have more of me in you than you think,” I said. “Your brother had those feelings too, you know.”
“I know,” he said.
“Don’t worry,” I said, “I’m not gonna drink.”
“Ok,” he said, “I’ll check on you tomorrow, Mom. Love ya bye.”
“Love ya bye.” As I slipped my phone in my vest and walked into
the Circle K, I decided to get a new tattoo. Inscribing a Canadian maple
leaf on my skin with a needle was nothing compared to the pain inside
my skin.

ering me. Did God remove the obsession to drink only to replace it with
garbage? And then the phone rang. It was my eldest son, Chris.
“Hey Mom,” he said. His voice was tinged with something I
couldn’t pinpoint, but somehow wrong.
“Hi Baby. What’s up?”
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Feralizing by Alex Wells Shapiro

Plugging by Alex Wells Shapiro

Circuitry was cozy
in enclosure: I felt the burden of freedom upon exiting the binary.

My constitution is
a collage: a lifetime
spent rubbing down the sharpest
corners of foreign objects

Air sits heavy out
here, saturated in noise,
all the voices blunting against harmony.

and stuffing them into
various holes in and across
my body.

Each decibel rests on my chest like condensation, clinging
to cotton.

Once in place, my skin
overtakes the implants,
crawling throughout and consuming
them: prep work for insertion
into the system.

Thickness resists each stride, lagging
my steps behind wrist ticks, sparing time to feel
jumpmen erode stone under my feet and watch pollen orbit my body.

Regardless of origin,
I fit them in; they
are mine now.
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Durating by Alex Wells Shapiro

a fading spot of reference
always visible from my
vantage point.

I’ve left behind laundry
after swaddling my body in sweat
socks and a John Starks jersey:

And now, unable
to see the three that pressed
against my cheek, my eyes
still flicker orange
and blue autonomously:
an unsheathable leak.

Our world is never as warm as the womb.
My caretakers’ palms are quickly
drawn into inner elbows, slipping
by in vain attempts to apply
proper pressure to my vacancy.
Their face remains,
opaque and in sight
as I backpedal away
from folding arms.
Their voice gets less
soothing when not
serving as my radiator:
The waves keep
reaching, pushing
against my chest.
I find myself
far enough away
that whence I came becomes a dot,
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Opening by Alex Wells Shapiro

Desiccating by Alex Wells Shapiro

Creating space is more difficult
once I’ve been in the world
long enough to embed.
Momentum builds easily in the emptiness outside.

Wet concrete surrounds
my foot skin long after
pitter patter has been
replaced by chirping.

Relations here feel taut;
Everything tightly knit and
growing through me
as I do them.

Framing buildings
veiled patterns
that approached,
but they did nothing
to protect me.

I’ve seen folks file
their nails sharp
to broaden their
pocket by puncture
and slice,

The sun was near
done drying this block
when a tire displaced
the collected and quarantined
rain and sprayed my side—
walk in unnatural encore.

but I have no
such hangover
with my incessant nerves.

So further I wait
to finish my bake;
bare bodied,
wearing urbanity
in hope it can serve as a cloak.

My blunt hands
merely massage
around us, grasping
for give.
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